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Abstract. Object detection in image sequences has a very important
role in many applications, such as surveillance systems, tracking and
recognition systems, and coding systems. We are interested in back-
ground subtraction, which is very popular algorithm for object detection
in image sequences, and also concerned to use the result of detection in
selective video coding. Especially when the camera moves and zooms in
on something to track the target under drastic illumination change, it is
very hard to detect the object properly, and the coding efficiency is re-
duced. So we generate a multiple background mosaic system, called the
background mosaic plane, and use it for object detection and video cod-
ing. Some experimental results for both object detection and video cod-
ing in various environments show that the average performance of the
proposed algorithm is good. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2540643�
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1 Introduction

Object detection in image sequences has a very important
role in many research areas related to computer vision. So
there have been many researches to solve problems in de-
tecting objects in image sequences.1–18 In general object
detector should be robust to some noise and has to be adap-
tive to illumination changes in real environments. It is also
very important to detect objects as fast as possible in real-
time applications. When the camera moves to track the de-
tected object, global motion estimation �GME� and global
motion compensation �GMC� must be done first in
general.19–25 But with respect to object detection and video
coding in image sequences, it is very useful to generate a
background mosaic20,24 and use it instead of wasting the
past parts of the images. In the case of a visual surveillance
system, the camera motion is very regular and repeated, so
the background mosaic will be more helpful for object de-
tection and video coding. The word “background” means
that the mosaic does not include any object. That situation
is possible if we use the previous results of object detec-
tion. Another reason we use a background mosaic is the
following: GME using a background mosaic is more accu-
rate than using the previous image, because there is no
induced error from moving objects, and the accumulated
GME error during the whole sequence is relatively small.

In generating a background mosaic and using it to detect
objects, we observed two serious problems. One is resolu-
tion change �RC�, and the other is illumination change.
These problems are very serious ones in video coding also.

When the camera moves to track the most interesting
target, zooming in on the target occasionally occurs in or-
der to get higher resolution. When we generate the new
t0091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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ackground mosaic in that case, loss of information cannot
e avoided, because the current image is warped and
titched to the reference background mosaic, which was
reviously generated and has lower resolution than the cur-
ent image. In practice the loss of information is very seri-
us with respect to object detection, and it creates large
esiduals in video coding.

GME between two images has a lot of applications, such
s image registration,21–23 object detection and tracking,
nd panorama mosaic generation. Among the related algo-
ithms we focus on optical-flow-based iterative parameter
stimation,19,20,24,25 which is known to have relatively good
erformance in some environments. This algorithm as-
umes that the intensity of a pixel does not change along
he motion trajectory—the so-called brightness consistency
f the optical flow equation. But this assumption is not true
hen there are illumination changes between two images,
hich may be induced by the light source, object motion,

amera response, and so on. Especially we are interested in
lobal illumination change �GIC�, such as that due to global
otion �GM�. To handle GIC, we use the popular linear
IC model,25

2�x�� = aI1�x� + b �1�

here I1�x� and I2�x�� are the intensities at x= �x ,y�T and
�= �x� ,y��T, respectively, and the GIC parameter �a b�T is
onstant between the two images.

Some researchers have focused on using illumination-
nvariant features, ds in the shading model �SM�,16 the

ethod of statistical circular shift moments �SCSM�,17 and
he Wronskian method �WM�,18 for object detection. How-
ver, when the camera moves during illumination change,
e should first estimate and compensate the camera mo-
ion. But it is very difficult to do that by using the men-
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
tioned invariant features. So in this work we use an itera-
tive parameter estimation method, which estimates GM and
GIC parameters at the same time to minimize a global cost
function,25 so it outperforms independent optimization
methods. Also, in order to get more accurate parameters in
case of outliers �for example, due to moving objects�, we
use outlier rejection with two stop criteria during the
iteration.13 But although the GIC is estimated correctly, the
compensation error is not negligible for object detection
and video coding when there is drastic GIC. We prove that
in the next section.

So far, we have mentioned two big problems for object
detection and video coding using a background mosaic in
image sequences. One is RC and the other is GIC. In this
work we generate a multiple background mosaic system,
called the background mosaic plane �BMP�, and use it for
object detection and video coding to overcome these prob-
lems. The BMP is made up of many background mosaics,
each with a different resolution and illumination level that
is dynamically calculated and assigned to it using both a
resolution change descriptor �RCD� and a global illumina-
tion change descriptor �GICD�.

2 Background Mosaic Plane
The resolution of images usually changes when the camera
moves or zooms in on something to get a higher-resolution
image. The acquired high-resolution image can be used in
target recognition systems or efficient coding and storage
systems. In constructing a mosaic, loss of information can-
not be avoided in that case, because the current image is
warped and stitched to the reference mosaic, which is pre-
viously generated and has lower resolution than the current
image. That fact makes it very difficult to detect objects
because the background does not have enough information
for the purposes of the current image in which coordinate
object detection is accomplished. So we need to store and
manage information efficiently. For that purpose we pro-
pose a BMP, which is made up of many background mosa-
ics, each having a different resolution, to handle drastic RC.
In the previous section we explained that GIC as well as
GM should be estimated and compensated well for object
detection. But although GIC is estimated correctly, the
compensation error is not negligible for object detection
and video coding when there is drastic GIC, as in Fig. 1.
Assume that there is a small compensation error � between
adjacent images as in

�I1 − �at−1,tIt−1 + bt−1,t�� � �, t = 1,2,3, . . . , �2�

where at−1,t and bt−1,t are GIC parameters between two im-
ages, and It is intensity. If we use I0 instead of I1 to com-
pensate GIC at t=2 as in

�I2 − �a1,2I1 + b1,2�� � � ,

�I2 − �a0,2I0 + b0,2�� � �a1,2a0,1 + 1�� ,

a0,2 = a1,2a0,1, b0,2 = a1,2b0,1 + b1,2, �3�

the compensation error increases because a1,2a0,1 is always

positive, which means that GIC compensation error gets
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arger as GIC gets stronger. Figure 1 empirically shows that
IC compensation error is very severe in the case of drastic
IC.
So we need a method to reduce the GIC compensation

rror when there is drastic GIC. Here, the solution is BMP
gain, because BMP has many background mosaics with
ach different GIC level to handle drastic GIC as well as
rastic RC.

First, we explain the BMP structure in brief, and then we
how the workflow of BMP generation. To do that, we must
efine some descriptors, such as the RC descriptor �RCD�
nd GIC descriptor �GICD�.

.1 BMP Structure
igure 2 shows the BMP structure. It is made up of many
ackground mosaics which are dynamically generated and
ligned along two axes, the representative RC �RRC� axis
nd the representative GIC �RGIC� axis. Here, “dynami-
ally generated” means that each background mosaic in the
MP is not reused but newly generated if the RRC or
GIC of the current image exceeds the previous maximum
r minimum level. The first-generated background mosaic
n the BMP is the reference background mosaic positioned
t �RR, RGIC���1,0� in Fig. 2. Here RRC and RGIC de-
cribe the levels of the current image compared with the
eference background mosaic with respect to two important

ig. 1 GIC compensation error: �a� 1st frame; �b� 100th frame; �c�
-D cross histogram between �a� and �b�; �d� difference picture be-
ween �a� and �b� after GIC compensation.
Fig. 2 BMP structure.
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
characteristics, RC and GIC. Of course, the two represen-
tative changes, RRC and RGIC, are estimated using the
corresponding descriptors, RCD and GICD respectively.
The descriptors are explained further in the following sec-
tions. Here x�i,j� is the background mosaic coordinate posi-
tioned at �i , j� in the BMP, and mR

�i,j�, mU
�i,j�, and cU

�i,j� are
GM and GIC parameters positioned at �i , j� and referring to
the right and upward directions, respectively, which are es-
timated between the adjacent background mosaics in each
direction. In particular, the reference background mosaic
with the coordinate xref=x�0,0� lies at �RR, RGIC���1,0�,
which is the reference point of the BMP. The quantities �m

and �n are the quantized RC Level �RCL� and GIC level
�GICL�, respectively, at which one background mosaic can
overcome the given RC and GIC. Then a new background
mosaic in the BMP is generated dynamically if necessary,
as mentioned before, i.e., the BMP needs a new background
mosaic to handle the given RC and GIC. So a BMP is
generated during object detection with the use of back-
ground mosaics. We should first find the corresponding
background mosaic to the BMP by estimating the RRC and
RGIC of the current image. That mosaic has the most simi-
lar RRC and RGIC to those of the current image, so is
suitable for object detection. The method to choose it is
shown in detail below.

2.2 Resolution Change Descriptor
The RCD is a descriptor to express the RC between the
reference background mosaic and the current image, which
is defined and calculated at reference background mosaic
coordinate by24

x = W�xref;m� ,

RCD�xref� = ���x/�xref� ��x/�yref�
��y/�xref� ��y/�yref� � , �4�

where W�xref ;m� is a warping function between the refer-
ence background mosaic coordinate xref and the current im-
age coordinate x. It is defined at each pixel and describes
the instantaneous resolution change. We want to get a RRC
of the current image compared to the reference background
mosaic, which we do as follows.

If we use a planar model

x = �x y�T, x� = �x� y��T,

m = �m0 m1 . . . m7�T,

x� =
�1 + m0�x + m1y + m2

m6x + m7y + 1
, y� =

m3x + �1 + m4�y + m5

m6x + m7y + 1
,

�5�

then the RCD becomes

RCD�xref� = �	
1 + m0 − m6x

scale
	 	m1 − m7x

scale
	

m3 − m6y 1 + m4 − m7y 
 ,
	
scale

	 	
scale

	 a
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cale = m6xref + m7yref + 1. �6�

his planar model uses eight parameters and normalizes
calability with a perspective transformation, which is
alled the homography.

Now we can get the needed number of pixels in the
urrent image to express that amount of RC, for which we
ropose the following RRC:

�xref� = �nxref nyref�T = RCD�xref�dxref,

xref = �1 1�T,

ean�n�xref�� = �mean�nxref� mean�nyref��T,

RC = mean�nxref� � mean�nyref� , �7�

s shown in Fig. 3, where nxref�nyref is the number of pixels
eeded to express that amount of RC at x in the current
mage if the corresponding number of pixels is 1�1 at xref.
ere, we want to find the RRC, a representative RC in the

urrent image, so we calculate the mean of n�xref� and use
t to get the RRC. In other words, the RRC is the average
umber of pixels needed to express the resolution change
etween the reference background mosaic and the current
mage. Figure 4�b� shows the RRC and quantized RC level
RCL� through an image sequence; the RCL is described in
etail below. We find that the resolution of the last image is
bout 8 times as high as the first one, i.e., the camera has
oomed in a lot, as seen in Fig. 4�a�.

.3 Global Illumination Change Descriptor
he GICD is a descriptor to express the GIC between the

eference background mosaic and the current image, which
s defined and calculated at reference background mosaic
oordinate as follows:

= W�xref;m� ,

�x� = G�I�xref�;c� ,

ICD�I�xref�� = I�x� − I�xref� , �8�

here W�xref ;m� is a warping function and G�I�xref� ;c� is

ig. 3 Representative resolution change �RRC� calculation using
esolution change descriptor �RCD� at each pixel of the reference
ackground mosaic.
GIC function between the reference background mosaic
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coordinate xref and the current image coordinate x as given
in Eq. �5� and in

G�I1�x�� = �1 + c0�I1�x� + c1,

c = �c0 c1�T, �9�

respectively. The GICD is defined at each pixel and de-
scribes instantaneous illumination change. Here, we want
to find RGIC, a representative GICD in the current image
like the RRC, so we calculate the mean of GICD�I�xref��
and use it to get

RGIC = mean�GICD�I�xref��� =
1

256 �
I�xref�=0

255

�I�x� − I�xref�� ,

�10�

as shown in Fig. 5. In other words, the RGIC is the aver-
aged illumination change between the reference back-

Fig. 4 The resolution change in an image seque
resolution change. In �a� the left image is the
sequence. In �b� the dotted line represents the R
nce: �a� images with drastic resolution change, �b� the
1st frame and the right one is the 85th frame in the
RC, and crossed line shows the corresponding RCL.
ground mosaic and the current image. Figure 6�b� shows t
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ig. 5 Representative global illumination change �RGIC� calculation
sing global illumination change descriptor �GICD� at each pixel of

he reference background mosaic.
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
the RGIC and quantized GIC level �GICL� through an im-
age sequence; the GICL is described in detail below. We
find that the last image is much brighter than the first one
because a light was turned on, as seen in Fig. 6�a�.

2.4 BMP Generation
Considering the results of some experiments on object de-
tection and video coding, we first define quantized RCL
and GICL as

RCIm = �m �m = 1,2,3, . . . � ,

GICLn = �2n + 1�� �n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, . . . � , �11�

where � and � are constants to be determined, and we
assign these levels to each background mosaic in the BMP
as shown in Fig. 2. Here, RCL and GICL show the capa-
bility of each background mosaic to handle the amounts of
changes, RC and GIC, respectively. For example, if a back-

Fig. 6 The illumination change in an image seq
the illumination change. In �a� the left image is t
sequence. In �b� the dotted line represents the
GICL.
ground mosaic has the levels RCL2 and GICL1, then the t
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osaic can handle the corresponding amounts of RC and
IC, i.e., ��RC��2 and ��GIC�3�. This means that

he RRC of the current image in that RCL can be from � to
2 times the resolution of the reference background mosaic.
lso, the RGIC of the current image in that GICL can be

arger than the illumination level of the background mosaic
y a factor from � to 3�.

If � is too large, there is a serious problem for object
etection, because too much loss of information may occur
n that RCL. On the other hand, if � is too small, we need
lot of memory to store and maintain the background mo-

aics in BMP. From the simulation results, we chose � to be
.5 typically. The parameter � determines the GIC compen-
ation error that the BMP can overcome. If � is too large,
he compensation error increases, and the resulting object
etection is not good. Too small � will require a lot of
emory on the other hand. We chose �=10 on the basis of

xperiments like those in the case of �. All the experimen-

�a� images with drastic illumination change, �b�
frame and the right one is the 75th frame in the
and the crossed line shows the corresponding
uence:
he 1st
RGIC,
al results in this paper were obtained using �=1.5 and
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=10. Of course, a theoretically proved method to choose
he optimal � and � would be better than ad hoc parameter
uning, which is open to challenge.

As mentioned before, we assume that the BMP genera-
ion starts from the reference background mosaic with lev-
ls RCL1 and GICL0. If the RRC of the current image
xceeds �, then a new background mosaic positioned at
1 ,0� in the BMP will be generated, which is initialized by
he values from the previous corresponding background
osaic. In this case, the previous corresponding back-

round mosaic, which was involved in object detection just
efore, is the reference background mosaic. On the other
and, if there is only the reference background mosaic in
MP and if the RGIC of the current image exceeds � or is

ower than −�, then a new background mosaic positioned at
0 ,1� or �0,−1� in the BMP will be generated. In that case,
he previous corresponding background mosaic is also the
eference one. Assume that a more general case occurs. The
revious corresponding background mosaic is positioned at

se of fixed global illumination change level: �a�
Fig. 7 BMP generation. The circled numbers show the order of
processing.
Fig. 8 BMP with five resolution change levels in the ca

e of resolution in an image sequence.
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
�1,1�, and the calculated corresponding background mosaic
is at �2,2�, as in Fig. 7. To generate the BMP we should
first estimate GM and GIC between the previous corre-
sponding background mosaic and the current image. Then
the RRC and RGIC are calculated, and finally the corre-
sponding background mosaic is determined as in Fig. 7,
using Eqs. �7� and �10� and

x = W�x�i,j�;m� = Mx�i,j�,

I�x� = G�I�x�i,j��;c� = CI�x�i,j��;

if pc = �1,1� and c = �2,2� ,

mpc ⇒ MRRC = MpcMU
�1,0�MR

�0,0� ⇒ mRRC, RRC = 2,

cpc ⇒ CRGIC = CpcC�0,0� ⇒ cRGIC, RGIC = 2,

Fig. 9 BMP with three global illumination change
generated background mosaics in BMP, �b� cha
U t
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c = Mpc�MR
�1,1��−1�MU

�2,1��−1 ⇒ mc,

c = Cpc�CU
�1,1��−1 ⇒ cc �12�

n the case pc= �1,1� and c= �2,2�, where mpc and cpc are
he previous corresponding GM and GIC parameters, and

RRC and cRGIC are the parameters that are used in Eqs. �7�
nd �10� to determine RRC and RGIC, respectively. The
alculated mc and cc are the corresponding GM and GIC
arameters between the corresponding background mosaic
nd the current image. Those are directly used for object
etection and video coding. Here, M is a matrix adopted in
rder to describe the relation between each coordinate and
he GM parameter m more easily, and C is a matrix to
epresent the GIC function in terms of the GIC parameter c.
he various subscripts for those are exactly matched with

he symbols in Fig. 7. For example, MR
�1,1� represents mR

�1,1�,
hich is the right-direction GM parameter positioned at

1 ,1� in the BMP. After object detection, we should update

in the case of fixed resolution change level: �a�
illumination in an image sequence.
levels
he BMP. All the background mosaics with lower RCL than

February 2007/Vol. 46�2�
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
the RRC of the current image in the BMP are updated after
GM and GIC compensation, using the current image and all
the recalculated parameters between each background mo-
saic and the current image. If the resolution of the current
image is lower than that of a background mosaic in the
BMP, then we can say that the mosaic has better informa-
tion than the current image. So we had better not use the
information of the current image in updating the BMP.

2.5 Experimental Results
Figure 8 shows generated background mosaics in the BMP
with �=1.5 and fixed GICL. The image sequence was ob-
tained using a moved handheld camera, which was zoom-
ing in and out throughout the sequence. The BMP has five
background mosaics with five different RCLs. Figure 8�b�
shows the change of resolution in the sequence. In this case
we failed to generate a proper single background mosaic,
because the resolution gap was too large between the back-
ground mosaic and the current image with the highest reso-
lution, i.e., we could not even estimate the correct GM
parameter.

Figure 9 shows generated background mosaics in the
BMP with �=10 and fixed RCL. The sequence was ob-
tained using handheld camera when there was drastic illu-
mination change, viz., a light was turned on. The BMP has
three background mosaics with three different GICLs. Fig-
ure 9�b� shows the change of global illumination in the
sequence. In that case, we could observe that GIC compen-
sation error increased when we used a single background

Fig. 10 Overall o
mosaic even if the GIC parameter was estimated properly. i

Optical Engineering 027006-8
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Object Detection using the BMP
bject detection algorithms in image sequences usually use

he temporal information between the images. Among
hem, methods based on the difference picture �DP�1–14

ave been extensively developed because they satisfy al-
ost all requirements for object detector, viz., robustness to

oise, adaptability to illumination changes, and fast detec-
ion. Background subtraction,1–9 which uses DP between
he current and the background image, is the most popular
uch method. We proposed a unified framework for back-
round subtraction,13 which is made up of three criteria.
wo of them are about the feature and distance metrics,
espectively, and the third is about the rule for adaptation of
he background model to illumination changes. The pro-
osed algorithm13 uses spatiotemporal thresholding for ob-
ect detection with a spatiotemporal distance metric. The
istance metric is generated by using the intensity and gra-
ient at the same time on the feature level instead of on the
ecision level. In model update process we use the trun-
ated variable adaptation rate �TVAR�, which can control
he adaptation rate �AR� according to its statistics, so it is
ble to maintain the model’s statistics properly through the
hole sequence.

.1 Overall System
ere, we are going to describe the workflow of the pro-
osed object detection system in brief. The overall system
nd and brief description of used symbols are shown in Fig.
0 and Table 1, respectively. The BMP is composed of
any background mosaics with different resolutions and

etection system.
llumination levels. The system starts from one background

February 2007/Vol. 46�2�
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
mosaic, which is called the reference background mosaic,
and generates another one using a rule as mentioned in Sec.
2. So the number of background mosaics is not to be deter-
mined in advance, but increases according to the resolution
or illumination changes of the current image. Each back-
ground mosaic in the BMP has mean and covariance im-
ages having the same dimension as the feature used. After
initialization, those mean and covariance images are used
to detect objects and are updated according to some criteria.

The proposed system is a recursive one, so the previous
result is the starting point of a new iteration. We first esti-
mate GM and GIC parameters between the previous corre-
sponding mosaic and the current image. Here we need to
explain again the meaning of corresponding mosaic. “Cor-
responding” means that it has the most similar resolution
and illumination level to that of the current image among
all the mosaics in the BMP. So the corresponding mosaic is
suitable for object detection, and must be selected from the
BMP with the chosen RRC and RGIC. Here, RRC and
RGIC were fully explained in the previous section. With
the recalculated corresponding GM parameter mc and ex-
tracted feature X�x , t�, we generate spatiotemporal distance
metric Distt�x , t� and Dists�x , t�.13 Before extracting the fea-
ture, we compensate for GIC in the current image with the
estimated GIC parameter cc. Of course, the mean and co-
variance images of the corresponding background mosaic,
mt�xc , t−1� and �t�xc , t−1�, are also used to generate the
distance metric. After thresholding with the spatiotemporal
distance metric, an object mask image is generated. Finally,
the BMP is updated with some criteria using detection re-
sults.

3.2 Experimental Results
Figure 11 shows the effect of the BMP in the case of drastic
resolution change for object detection. Two sequences were
obtained from a handheld CCD camera, and there is zoom-
ing in and out as well as camera motion in both sequences.

Fig. 11 Object detection using BMP in the case of drastic resolution
change: �a� current image, �b� detection result using a single back-
ground mosaic, �c� detection result using BMP.
For the first sequence, object detection is accomplished us- g
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ng each BMP, which is shown as Fig. 8�a�. In this case, we
ave five RC levels, and the estimated resolution change is
hown in Fig. 8�b�. The situation for the second sequence is
lmost same as the first one. The result using a single back-

able 1 Description of symbols in Fig. 10, which shows the pro-
osed overall object detection system.

ymbol Description

Current image coordinate

pc Previous corresponding background
mosaic coordinate

c Corresponding background mosaic
coordinate

�i,j� Each background mosaic coordinate
with different resolution and

illumination level in BMP

�x , t� Intensity at t

�x , t� GIC-compensated intensity at t

�x , t� Feature using intensity and gradient at
the same time at t

istt�x , t� Temporal distance metric at t

ists�x , t� Spatial distance metric at t

t
l�xpc, t−1� Intensity component in the temporal

mean of previous corresponding
background mosaic at t−1

t�xc , t−1� Temporal mean of corresponding
background mosaic at t−1

t�xc , t−1� Temporal covariance of corresponding
background mosaic at t−1

t�x�i,j� , t� Temporal mean of each background
mosaic with different resolution and

illumination level in BMP at t

t�x�i,j� , t� Temporal covariance of each
background mosaic with different
resolution and illumination level in

BMP at t

pc,cpc GM and GIC parameters between the
corresponding background mosaic and

the current image

c,cc GM and GIC parameters between the
previous corresponding background

mosaic and the current image

R
�i,j� ,mU

�i,j� ,cU
�i,j� GM and GIC parameters between

background mosaics in BMP

RC Representative resolution change of
the current image

GIC Representative global illumination
change of the current image
round model as in Fig. 11�b� reveals that it cannot over-
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
come the resolution change of images. There are lots of
misdetections and false detections. On the other hand, the
proposed method using each BMP as in Fig. 11�c� shows
relatively good performance.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the BMP in the case of
drastic illumination change on object detection. The se-
quence was obtained from a handheld CCD camera, and
there is drastic illumination change, viz., a light turned on.
Object detection is accomplished using the BMP shown in
Fig. 9�a�. We have three GIC levels, and the estimated il-
lumination change is shown in Fig. 9�b�. The result using a
single background model as in Fig. 12�b� reveals that it
cannot overcome the GIC compensation error. So there are
lots of misdetections and false detections. From the histo-
gram in Fig. 12�b�, we can find that the GIC compensation
error increased as the GIC got stronger if we used a single

Fig. 12 Object detection using BMP in the case of drastic illumina-
tion change: �a� current image, �b� detection result and histogram
using a single background mosaic, �c� detection result and histo-
gram using BMP. The histograms in �b� and �c� are calculated be-
tween the corresponding background mosaic and the current image.
Fig. 13 Video codec
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ackground mosaic. On the other hand, the proposed
ethod using the BMP as in Fig. 12�c� shows relatively

ood performance.

Video Coding Using the BMP
mosaic image obtained from all frames in an image se-

uence can be used in video coding26–32 as well as in object
etection. The mosaic representation exploits large-scale
patial and temporal correlations in image sequences. So it
erforms substantially better than traditional interframe
oding methods in many applications where there is signifi-
ant camera motion. Another advantage of the methods us-
ng mosaics is random access. Mosaic-based video coding
ystems usually use two types of mosaics: static mosaics
or storage, and dynamic mosaics for transmission. And
ome video coding systems utilize both types at the same
ime. In this work we are interested in a video codec using

static mosaic, and we can use the codec as the smallest
nit in transmission. In other words, we do not have to
ransmit data every time when we encode each frame from
n image sequence. We can transmit data for an image se-
uence at a time after encoding them, using the storage
odec. In this work we are trying to utilize the results of an
bject detection algorithm for selective coding when there
re drastic RC and GIC. In that case RC and GIC should be
ompensated also. But even if we use the codec using a
osaic and compensate RC and GIC, we cannot overcome

ome drastic changes with a single mosaic. So we propose
coding system using a BMP and use it for selective cod-

ng.
Figure 13 shows a block diagram for both encoder and

ecoder to be used at the same time in a video coding
ystem using a BMP. The first thing to do is to generate a
MP with an estimated GM parameter and GIC parameter
etween each two adjacent background mosaics or between
he corresponding background mosaic and each frame.
hen the BMP and parameters are encoded and added to

he bitstream. Finally, residuals from each frame and the
econstructed BMP with reconstructed parameters are en-
oded. The scheme is very similar to the conventional
ideo encoder,33–38 except that it uses the background mo-
aic in the BMP as a reference image instead of the previ-
us image and needs parameter coding. The decoding pro-
ess is the reverse of encoding process, as shown in Fig. 13.
using BMP.

February 2007/Vol. 46�2�0
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All the internal modules such as discrete cosine transforma-
tion, quantization, and entropy coding were implemented
using H.263-based modules.34,37

4.1 BMP Coding
During the process of object detection in an image se-
quence, the BMP is generated dynamically as mentioned
before. In order to encode residuals of images in the se-
quence, we should encode the BMP first. Figure 14 ex-
plains the process of BMP coding. The reference back-
ground mosaic is encoded using intra coding, and the other
background mosaics are encoded using predictive inter
coding. In Fig. 14 the arrows indicate the direction of pre-
diction. For the background mosaic positioned at �2,0� in
the BMP, the residual is encoded between the prediction
from the background mosaic at �1,0� and the background
mosaic at �2,0�. If there are two background mosaics that
can be used as the reference of prediction, the one on the
left has the first priority, e.g., for the background mosaic at
�2,1� the background mosaic at �1,1� is used as the refer-
ence of prediction instead of the one at �2,0�. Of course, if
there is only one background mosaic for the reference of
prediction, that mosaic is used. All the predictions should
be accomplished from the reconstructed background mosa-
ics in the BMP, because the decoder should be able to re-
construct the same ones.

From some experimental results we find that the residual
between each pair of background mosaics in the BMP is
very important information, so that it must be treated care-
fully. In fact that is the main reason why we use the BMP
instead of a single background mosaic.

4.2 Parameter Coding
GM and GIC parameters are used in this work, which are
all real numbers, so they have to be quantized before stor-
age or transmission. Without quantization, 32 bits are as-
signed to each parameter, and that is a waste of bits. So far,
some researchers have chosen a method to allocate bits to

39–42

Fig. 14 BMP coding. The reference backgroun
other background mosaics in the BMP are enco
prediction from each reference.
each parameter on the basis of experimental results, l
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ut there has been no theoretical analysis for bit assign-
ent. Now we need some strategies for the parameter cod-

ng. Even if the same quantization error occurs, it can cause
ifferent distortions in different applications. In other
ords, each application’s induced distortion is more impor-

ic is encoded using intra coding first, and the
ing predictive inter coding. The arrows indicate

ig. 15 RD curve for an image sequence in a case of drastic reso-
d mosa
ded us
ution change: �a� resolution change, �b� RD curve using BMP.
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
tant than the quantization error as such. So we must choose
the quantization step size for each parameter after consid-
ering the induced distortion. In doing so, we need also
some analytic methods instead of heuristic ones.

Another thing to be considered is each parameter’s sen-
sitivity. The most sensitive parameter can cause a drastic
distortion when it has the same quantization step size as the
other ones. In that case, we need to assign a much smaller
quantization step size to that parameter than to the other
parameters. The proposed parameter coding algorithm in
Ref. 43 gives us each parameter’s quantization step size
when the maximum distortion of the application is given.
So, if we know each parameter’s dynamic range, we can
encode each parameter. For the sequences used in this
work, we assigned almost 60 bits to eight GM and two GIC
parameters. Of course, a different number of bits were as-
signed to each parameter. For example, if the given total
maximum distortion is 0.39, five to seven bits were as-
signed to GM parameters, and four or five bits were as-
signed to GIC parameters.

4.3 Experimental Results
Figures 15 and 16 show RD curves in the case of drastic
resolution change and illumination change, respectively. In
both cases, we can see that the coding efficiency using the
BMP is better than using a single background mosaic. In

Fig. 16 RD curve for an image sequence in a case of drastic illumi-
nation change: �a� illumination change, �b� RD curve using BMP.
Fig. 16, almost twice as many bits are required to reach the
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SNR of 38 dB if we use a single background mosaic. Of
ourse, the total bits include the encoded bitstream for the
osaic itself as well as the residuals of images.
The results of object detection can be used not only

hen we generate the BMP itself but also when we design
selective coding system. The system assigns more bits to

he object blocks than to the background ones, because the
bject region is generally more important. Here, an object
lock is a block that contains at least one object pixel in
hat block. Our strategy for the system is that we can in-
rease the PSNR for the object region while keeping almost
he same PSNR for the background region as when using a
ingle background mosaic. Figure 17 shows the PSNR of
he reconstructed images in the sequence with the QP speci-
ed in Table 2, which makes the same total number of bits.
he PSNR for the object blocks is very high, and the PSNR

or the background blocks also lies between those for the
MP and a single background mosaic. In other words, we

ook advantage of the BMP over a single background mo-
aic when designing a selective coding system for the case
f drastic resolution and illumination change. A PSNR of
8 dB for the object blocks means that there is no object
lock in that frame. Figure 18 shows the reconstructed im-
ge using selective coding for 229th frame in the image

Table 2 QP used in selective coding for the sequence in Fig. 17.

lock QP

MP 7

ingle mosaic 9

bject 2

ackground 11

ig. 17 PSNR of the reconstructed image sequence using selective
oding with QP as in Table 2. BMP�Obj� means PSNR of the object
locks, and BMP�Back� that of the background blocks. A PSNR of
8 dB for the object blocks means that there is no object block in
hat frame.
February 2007/Vol. 46�2�2
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Cho and Kim: Object detection and video coding…
sequence in Fig. 17. Figure 18�d� shows better quality than
Fig. 18�c� in the background blocks as well as in the object
blocks.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed an algorithm for object
detection in image sequences and developed a selective
coding system using a background mosaic plane �BMP�.
Especially when the camera moves and zooms in on some-
thing to track a detected object, it is very useful to generate
a background mosaic and use it for object detection instead
of wasting the past parts of images. But, in generating a
background mosaic and using it to detect objects, we ob-
served two serious problems. One is resolution change, and
the other is illumination change. These problems are very
serious ones in video coding also. So, we proposed a mul-
tiple background mosaic system, called the BMP, and used
it for object detection and video coding to overcome these
problems. Some experimental results in various environ-
ments showed that the average performance of the pro-
posed algorithm was good.

So far, we have been using the BMP for object detection
and video coding originating from a single camera with lots
of motions. But occasionally we also need to use a
multiple-camera system. Each camera of the system com-
municates with the other cameras and can provide better
performance for object detection and video coding using all
the BMPs.
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